Fall 2018
Family Sunday
Instructors: Sean George & Heather Riley
7 Mulcaster St., Barrie, ON L4M 3M2 (705) 721-9696

Special note: To serve as many families as possible, in-person sign up for the Family Sunday Workshop
will be available every Sunday on a first-come-first-served basis beginning at 1:00 pm until spots are
filled.
Sunday tours of current exhibitions are now available every hour upon request from 10:00 am to
3:00 pm. Just ask the Gallery Attendant!
Family Sunday
Workshop
1:30 to 3:00 pm
Rotary Education
Centre

Programme Outline
Every Sunday is Family Sunday at the MacLaren. Regional artists will lead creative
projects that families complete together. Ideal for children ages 3 to 8 years old.
Sign up in person at 1:00 pm on the day of the workshop, as space is limited. Fee is
$5 per child/free for MacLaren Family membership holders (maximum of four
children and two adults).

September 16
With Sean
George

Fall into Art
Families will have fun working together to create an autumn wreath using
two different techniques: marbling and collaging. Once leaves have been
marbled, collaged and cut using different paper materials, participants will
use leaves to create a wreath inspired by the colours of fall.

September 23
With Sean
George

Fall into Art
Families will have fun working together to create an autumn wreath using
two different techniques: marbling and collaging. Once leaves have been
marbled, collaged and cut using different paper materials, participants will
use leaves to create a wreath inspired by the colours of fall.

September 30

Special Carnegie Days Workshop: The Story of Place
In celebration of Carnegie Days, join regional artist Sean George in a
workshop that explores summer experiences in the region—from the literal
to the abstract. Guided by this regional artist, families will make two works of
art, beginning with a realistic artwork depicting a memorable summer
experience and then learn how to abstract it, creating an expressive painting
full of texture, colour and emotion.

1:30 to 2:30 pm

With Sean
George

October 7
With Heather
Riley

Arts-Giving!
Join us to explore printmaking together! Spend a creative afternoon making
a collograph print inspired by all the things you’re thankful for.

October 14
With Heather
Riley

Hybrid Creatures
Inspired by Mary-Anne Barkhouse exhibition The Interlopers, participants
will explore clay sculpting techniques and tools to create their very own
hybrid creature—complete with an illustrated background.

October 21
With Heather
Riley

Halloween Haunted Cards!
In this workshop, families will create a series of spook-tacular cards using
painting and collage techniques. Keep or share with family and friends!

October 28
With Heather
Riley

Halloween Haunted Cards!
In this workshop, families will create a series of spook-tacular cards using
painting and collage techniques. Keep or share with family and friends!

November 4
With Heather
Riley

Paper Masks
Learn about masks from different cultures and explore how to make your
very own using various paper and collage techniques.

November 11
With Sean
George

Paper Masks
Learn about masks from different cultures and explore how to make your
very own using various paper and collage techniques.

November 18
With Sean
George

Wise Old Owls
Learn about birds by playing a game of Bird Bingo followed by two art
making activities with owls. Using brown paper bags families will cut and
paste to create a bold looking owl. Using scissors and hand ripped paper
and glue families will work together to create a feathery and textured owl.
Both activities will help to strengthen scissor cutting and folding skills.

November 25
With Sean
George

Wise Old Owls
Learn about birds by playing a game of Bird Bingo followed by two art
making activities with owls. Using brown paper bags families will cut and
paste to create a bold looking owl. Using scissors and hand ripped paper
and glue families will work together to create a feathery and textured owl.
Both activities will help to strengthen scissor cutting and folding skills.

December 2
With Sean
George

Winter Night Sky
In this workshop, families will have fun exploring colour mixing and value,
working together to create a dramatic night sky using acrylic paint and
canvas.

December 9
With Sean
George

Winter Night Sky
In this workshop, families will have fun exploring colour mixing and value,
working together to create a dramatic night sky using acrylic paint and
canvas.

December 16
With Sean
George

Holiday Lights
Using chalk pastels, stencils and accordion folded cardstock, families will
create bright and fun holiday lights on black and white paper.

Note: This programme outline is accurate at the time of publication but may be subject to change.

